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Friday, October 13, 1967

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Homecoming Activities to Begin at 6:3~
(Continued from page 1)
and the Cellar Dwellers. Tickets
are on sale in the Union ticket
office at $1.25 a person with student I.D.
Dorms Close at 2 a.m.
The three women's residence

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

4 IIDe ad., II&H tim.., f%,00, lnaertlom

muot be submitted by noon on diU' before
publication to Room 1&9, Student Publi<a·
tiona Bulldq, or telephone 2'17..C002 or
2'11-4102.
HELP WANTED
WANTED: ReUable tnan to ron dish·
washer at CHAR-BROIL STEAK
HOUSE, Mon.-Fri. 9 :80 a.m.-2 p.m.
$1.26 per hour plus meals. Permanent
job, besil\ immedlateJ.v. Ken Harden
266-7020 or eome by 6515 Centnol Ave.
NE just above San Mateo. 10/12 thro
10/20.
ROOM 4: BOARD
THE COLLEGE INN atill baa aome accommodations available. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV, l!wfm.
ming pool, laundry faciUti<ll, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881,
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery, Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588.
.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Silverton11 Amp with foot
switch-very good
condition,
coat
$179.00-sacrifice ;100.00. Also Hufi'y 8
npeed bik~cellent $25.00. TeL 277·
3123. 10/6, 9, 11, 12.
1967 CHEVROLET 2 dr. 8 cylinder automatic $365.00. Call 268-4742 after 5
p.m.10/6.
PLAYBOY Maguine Student Rates now
available. Save $3.25 per year or more.
Call UNM Campus Representative. 241·
9082. 10/6, 9, 11, 12.
BSA 1965 Model 850 cc. Metallic Blue &
Chrome finish. In perfect condition.
Call 268·1216 da)'B, 255·8486 after 5.
10/9, 11, 12, 18.
STUDENTS looking for a car from $100
to $2000 any make, for the lowest prices
in town caJJ LANNY CORTNER 298·
198& after 3:30,
TWO TJB TlCKETB-chalr-back seats
near stage; call 4202.
1961 MGA Roadster, wire wheelll, excellent
condition, 116% ColllDibia SE.
MERCEDES 190 SL, Good condition, low
mileage. 116% Columbia SE.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for sample! and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Col!ax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
FLOWER POWER-Buy a mum from
Town Club and see what $2.25 can do
for you. 10/11, 12, 13.
·
FORREJtr
APARTMENT: New];; remodelled 4 fur·
nished, Ideal for ainl)e person. 8 min·
utes from campos by car. $45. pins Jectricity, Phone 344..()410 after 4 p.m.
GREEN CASTLE APARTMENTS for
rent. 15th & Centnol SW. 10/·2 wka.
CHAR!IIING Adobe-185. F.ireplace and
modern utilities. N.W. Valley location.
Call SU-5792 or 344-1266 or 265-6057.
llllSCELLANEOUS
"DATE Application with an E!igjble
Bachelor" 35 cents, 3 for $1.00. Royal
EnterPrizea, Box 1502, Santa Fe, N.M.
87501
WANTED:

WANTED: Used weight lifting set, at
least 125 !be. Call Steve, 255-9162.

TOMORROW AT
MIDNIGHT
"Strawberry
Fields Forever"
Part2

halls have extended closing hours
to 2 a.m. for tonight and tomorrow. Coeds may sign out for overnights in Albuquerque b o t h
nights.'
Saturday's activities begin at
8 a.m. with. the Golden Alumni
breakfast for 1917 graduates in
room 230 of the Union. UNM
President Tom. L. Popejoy is the
host.
·
The Homecoming Parade will
get under way at 10 a.m. at the
corner of Campus and Girard
Boulevards, and p~eed south to
Central, then west down Central
to University, then north to Lo·
mas. Floats will be judged at the
reviewing stand near the begin~
ning of the route.
Entries Listed
Among the groups which will
enter floats are the Navy Reserve Officers Training Corps,
(NROTC) civil engineers, Phi
Mu, Phi Sigma Kappa, Baptist
Student Center, Little Sisters of
Minerva, and Kiva Club.
Marching groups will include
the NROTC Honor Guard, a unicycle group, Bethel No. 4, Miss
New Mexico and her majorettes,
and the Kaydettes.
Music will come from the UNM
band, American Legion Post No.
13, the Shrine Bagpipers, and
Manzano High School Pep Band.
Other entries in the parade will
include the Pi Kappa Alpha fire
engine, with the UNM cheerleaders and Chaparrals, and two
Model-A automobiles.
Tours Scheduled
Tours of new buildings and additions to the campus have been
planned for returning alumni, beginning with a trip through the
new School of Medicine building
at 11 a.m. Visitors will meet at
the Stanford Avenue entrance.
R. H. Fitz, dean of the School of
Medicine, will provide a pre-tour
introduction.
A speech by department chairman Dr. L. D. Potter will open the
tour of the biology building addition at 2 p.m. in room 189• .Alum'll t,ouJ:'ing the Education Complex will meet in room 203 at
2:30 for an introduction by Dean
Chester Travelstead.
Fine Arts Center Open
In addition, the Fine Arts Center, housing the Concert Hall,
Recital Hall, the .Art Museum,
classrooms, and practice rooms,
will be open for tours all day.
Alumni will attend a special
Lobo Chuck Wagon dinner from
5 to 6:30p.m. at the UNM Arena,
located west of University Stadium on University Boulevard.
Lobos to Meet ASU
A varied halftime show including a close-order drill, a chariot
race, and a fireworks display will
highlight half-time activities at
tomorrow night's Homecoming
game against the Arizona State
Sun Devils.
The Homecoming queen and her
court will be honored by a closeorder drill by the Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps Sword
Team.
The chariot race will match
Sigma Chi and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternities, with the winner :receiving a crown of laurels
.from the queen.
The UNM marching band will
honor the Homecoming queen and
her court with a march routine
organizing the musicians in a
crown. The band will also spell
out UNM in script as the field
announcer reads a brief tribute

to retiring President Tom L.
Popejoy.
The halftime show will conclude
with a special fireworks display.
In addition, the Arizona State
marching band will play at the
pre-game activities. Spectators
are asked to be in the stands by
6:45 p.m. to see the show.
Ttle concert by Herb ,Alpert
and the Tijuana Brass will .begin after the football game-and
not until after the game, Bill Dolan, Homecoming chairman, emphasized yesterday. "Since all
seats are reserved anyway, there
is no point in leaving the game
early to go to the Arena," he
said.
The famous TJB will be backed up by Bill and Boyd, an
Australian pop-music duo.
Music by Phil Graham and his
orchestra will begin at 10 p.m. at
the :Western Skies Motor Hotel
on east Central Avenue for the
alumni dance, scheduled to wind
up UNM Homecoming '67 at 2
a.m. Sunday. Tickets for the
dance are on sale today at the
Alumni Office for $1.50 a couple.

"BUNUEL'S POWERFUL
RELENTLESS PROBING
OF HUMANITY."
-Archer Winsfen, N.Y. Post

Luis Bunuel's

the exterminating

eI

Seaworthy Metal
, A modern ocean liner uses
more than 100,000 pounds of
n i c k e 1 in corrosion-resistant
equipment made from nickel elloys and in rechargeable nickelcadmium batteries for em~gency
power.

TIME
The longest word
in the language?

By letter count, tho Ionaest
word may be pneumonoultra~
microscopicsillcovolcanoconiom,
a rare lung disease. You won't
find it in Webster's New World
Dictionary, College Edition. But
you will find more useful infor•
mation about words than in any
other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addi·
tion to its derivation and an
illustration showing U.S. time
zones, you'll find 48 clear definitions of the different meanings of time and 27 idiomatic
uses, such as time of one's life.
In sum, everything you want to
know about time.
This dictionary is approved
and used by more than 1000
colleges and universities. Isn't
it time you owned one? Only
$5.95 for 1760 ~ages;
$6.95
thumb-indexed.
At Your Bookstore
THE WORLD PUBLISHING CO.
Cleveland and New York

What did you do
wh~n Joe (Box~ar)
Brkczpmluj was
kicked orr the
football team just
because he flunked
six out of four of
his majors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper's
WALLACE MIDDENDORF SAT HERE
editors resigned in
protest because The Chancellor wouldn't allow the
publication or certain salacious portions or
"Night In a Girl's Dormitory"
you just sat, didn't you?
You've made a mockery of your
life, Wallace Middendorpl
You're a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noisel
Or drink Sprite, the noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle or Sprite at
the next campus speak-out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses,
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. Do these things,
SPRITE. SO TART
and what big corporation is
AND TINGLING.,.
going to hire you?

WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP !T QUIET.

HOME-

Fromlhf fll•yby

FRED ZINNEMANN'S rw~.-

llODEIIT UOLT TE?HNfCOLOR'9

CRI;..QK'
T!31. 298-5445

NOW SHOWING!
Open 1:00pm

7:45-9155

understandable for a different
vocabulary to leap out occasionally.''
Roberta Trainor, a student
member of the Newman Center,
said in a letter to The Lobo, "If
Newman Forum is to continue as
a vital force, it must retain its
present policy of exploration of

VoJ. 71

With a week of activities behind them, UNM students and
some 1000 returning alumni
wound up the gala Homecoming
'67 celebration by jamming the
UNM arena to hear the music of
Herb Alpert and ~his Tijuana
Brass. Over 9500 tickets were
sold. "A perfect way to end a

COMING

BIG HENRY ..................,......... SOc
FISH SANDWICH .................. 29e
DELUXE BURGER.. ................ 29.c
CHEESE BURGER ········--···-···· 20c
FRENCH FRIES................. ~......... I·Sc

,Across the streef
from fhe campus
1916 Central SE
Y'S I I a.m..
·
•.- I I p.m.

campus duri.Lt,!te,,s~!a- Homec.o}llin_g weekend.
The alums were spee1al guests at Saturday's
chuck wagon dinner and wound up UNM's 43rd
annual homecoming celi!bration activities Saturday night with a dance at the Sheraton Western
Skies Motel.

Beginning

"much needs to be done and done
soon."
A senior foreign service officer, Leddy was chosen by the
State Department as a consultant
on European and Latin American
relations for UNM.
The State Department's Senior
Fellow in International Affairs
program was instigated three
years ago when two such diplomats were sent here. "It has
continued success:(ully until now

Tomorrow

Citizens Acting for Peace Sponsors
New Series of Forums on Viet Nam

Beginning Oct. 17, Citizens Acting for Peace, a local anti-war
group, will sponsor a series of
four forums on the war in Viet
Nam.
After a brief talk at each forum the floor will be opened to
discussion of topics including the
Geneva .Accords, the Vietnamese
elections of 1967, the U.S. commitment in Southeast Asia, and
anti-war action now and in 1968.
The forums are "an effol't to
bring well-documented but not
widely known facts to the Albuquerque public as well as to stimulate discussion of issueil often
dismissed with c o n t e mptuous
name-calling/' a spokesman :for
the group said.
"Citizens Acting for Peace does
not expect instant converts from
its open forum series. It does hope
to challenge some. of the lo~g
standing cliches about the V1et
Nam war and to invite people to

.

.

.

venture beyond the limits of their
t r a d i ti o n • bound modes of
thought/' the spokesman said.
The first forum will be held on
Oct. 17 in Johnson Gym 159 at 8
p.m. by Prof. Harold C. Meier of
the UNM department of sociol~
ogy.
Prof. Martin C. Needler of the
UNM department of political
science is to lead the October 24
meeting at 8 p.m. in the First N a·
tiona! Bank hospitality room, San
Mateo and Central.
Gene Sager, a graduate student
in the department of philosophy,
Will lead the third forum at 8 p.m.
on Oct. 31 at the Southern Union
Gas Company's hospitality room,
1401 San Pedro NE.
Prof. David M. Johns()n of the
UNM department of English will
direct the last meeting at 8 p.m.
Nov. 8 at the Albuquerque National Bank hospitality room, 2nd
and Central.

gentl~men."

"If people thought Boyd was
controversial wait until they
hear what's ~oming
up," he said.
·

Monday, October 16, 1967
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UNM Diplomat-in-Residence
•
To Speak
Union Theater

By SUE HETrM.ANSPERGER
UNM's first "diplomat in resi
dence," Raymond G. Leddy, is
scheduled to speak at 8 tonight
in the Union Theater on "The
Outlook for U.S. Relations with
Latin America."
Leddy plans to point out to
representatives of the Language
Area Center for Latin American
attending the lecture that although "great progress" has
been made in Latin America,

·Forum might shy away from controversy he replied that some
speaker; already booked are probably more controversial than
Boyd "but I think much better

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freecl

,, ,, ..,..• ,,

RETIRING PRESIDENT Tom L. Popejoy,
left; hosted a 'Golden 'Alumni Breakfast for the
Class of 1917 Saturday morning as part of this
years' Homecoming activit.i!'R, Pictured here also
is .ASUNM President, John Thorson, center, and
Vice~President for Student Allaire Harold Lavender. Nearly 1,000 alums visited and toured the

relevant social, political, and
moral issues.''
"Closing one's mind to current
problems is totally imp~actical,
and in an academic society, unforgivable," the letter said.
"I'm not aware that there's a
problem here," Father Goederl;
said. When asked if the Newman

NEw MEXIco La

Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.

BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!

·e ALLSEASONS
~
~

avoiding controversial speakers.''
Father Goedert said 1\e felt
Boyd's arguments were often
superficial, and added that he had
received some letters from faculty
members who felt the same way.
"Good Points Lost"
"I thought the man had some
good
they
lost his
because points
of thebut
way
hewere
treated
audience," he said. "I never talk
to students the way he did· I
didn't talk to the troops that ..;.ay
when I was in the service. If I
had they" would have resented it,"
he said.
"I had every reason to believe
the man would present a solid
argument with a little substance,"
Father Goedert said "but the
few good points he h~d were lost
in the morass of vulgarity and
cuteness."
Language "Disconcerting"
Father Thomas Flynn of the
. Newman Center said of Boyd's
language in a letter to The Lobo,
"His phraseology, but only in several instances during a two-hour
appearance, was disconcerting to
many. But even here we must remember that his . . . apostolate
is in bars, lounges, and cafes. In
a two-hour dialogue it would be

3:40
5:15 7:00
8:30 10:00

VIVA

AMANFOR

CHUC~ NOLf~D

Th BJ
t' e e'1:~an. orum s mtent to
con mue rmgmg c~nt~oversial
speakers on controversud Issues to
;het U~~ campus was affirmed
~s d mg t .by Father Robert A,
oe ert, director of the UNM
Newman Center.
.
Fa~~e~
Goedert
waa
replymg
to crJtlc!Sm by some students and
townspeople of his comm.ents on
the Rev. Malcolm Boyd's Newman
F~~um speech here last week. ·
Some people from my remarks
have c~ncl.uded that I'm opposed
to brmgmg a controversial
speaker to campus," he said.
":With Boyd I expected c~nt~overs1al statements, but I d1dn t expect them to be expressed so rudely," he said.
One Sponsor Canceled
Father Goedert said that he
had not agreed with the views of
many speakers the Newman
Forum brought to .cam~JUs, "~ut
they expressed the1r v1ews like
gentlemen.''
"Only one sponsor has canceled
as a result of the Boyd speech,"
he said. "Half a dozen others have
expr~ssed dissatisfaction with this
particular speaker, but I don't
know of anyone who advocates

.• .•

-WINNER OF 6 ACADEMY AWARDS INCLUDING COLUMDIA PIL'TUIIES

Show Times

Goedert Affirms Forum Speaker Policy-·

I am one of eight diplomats assigned to universities 'west of
the Applachians,' " Leddy said.
Seven of the eight diplomats
are staying at universities in the
West, because the State Department felt that it already had
close contacts with the universities in the east.
To "Strengthen Understanding"
Assigned to the College of Arts
and Sciences, Leddy .hopes to
"broaden and deepen contacts between the Department of State
and the academic world. My objective is to strengthen understanding of foreign policy while
being of service to the faculty
and students," Leddy said.
He will be available for conferences with anyone interested
in foreign affairs, and for
speeches or seminars with any
interested groups or universities.
"I am now encouraging students to go into the foreign serv·
ice, as the due date .for applications is Oct, 21,11 Leddy said.
Graduate of Fordham
Leddy was actually a lawyer
by profession, graduating from
the Fordham Law School, "I was
just lucky to come under government service in 1938, and to have
worked in this field for 29 years,
the last 19 as a foreign se'rvice
officer," he said,
He was assigned to posts in
western Europe prior to and
during World War II . .He has
also traveled in Asia, Spain,
Cuba, Venezuela, Panama, Brazil,
Mexico, and Argentinn. For the
past six years he has been on
the staff of the U.S. Army War
College at Carlisle Barracks, Pa.,
as adviser on international relations.

homecoming," said one student of
the Brass concert.
Alpert and his six-man group
ran on stage to thunderous applause that continued throughout the program and brought
them back for an encore. The TJB
performed most of their familiar
hit songs and kept up a running
barrage of quips and stunts, appearing to have as much fun with
themselves as the audience did.
Bill, Boyd Precede
The TJB were ~receded by Bill
and Boyd, an Australian pop
music duo whose program ranged
from the Down-Under specialty,
"Tie Me Kangaroo Down" to
songs from American musicals.
Mary MacPherson, a junior
dental hygiene major and member
of .Alpha Chi Omega sorority, was
crowned Homecoming Queen at
Friday night's coronation ceremonies in Johnson Gym.
Verlinda Parnell of Hiokona
Hall and Grace Arnett of Kappa
Alpha Theta were chosen as attendants by UNM students in last
week's election.
Friday night also saw some
7000 cars tour the campus to view
house decorations, which :followed
the theme "Great Moments in
Ifistory," while students jammed
the Union Ballroom to dance to
t11e music of Hurpers Bizarre.
"Fulton's Folly" Wins
Pi Kappa Alpha won the sweepstakes trophy for the second year
in a row for their homecoming
display entry, "Fulton's Folly."
Sigma Alpha Epsilon took first
place in the men's division for
their display entitled "Caesar's

Conquest.'' Chi Omega took first
in women's division for the second
year in a row with "The Trojan
Horse."
Second and third place winners
in the men's division were Phi
Gamma Delta and Lambda Chi
Alpha. Second place in the women's division went to Atpha Chi
Omega. Delta Gamma took third.
NROTC Float Wins
Many alumni groups held
breakfasts Saturday morning and
then watched the Homecoming
parade at 10 a.m. Winning floatS"~·
were the NROTC, first place,
with their float which featured a
giant sailboat with exploding cannons, proclaiming "We have not
yet begun to pass.''
Second place went to the Civil
Engineers for their hammering
railroad worlter, Louie Lobo, with
the theme "Lobos Win in Spike of
Them."
Phi Sigma Kappa received third
for their rotating space capsule,
a tribute to Phi Sig Richard Gordon, which featured a space walk
theme: "Walk all over the Sun
Devils."
Half-time Features Fireworks
Half-time activities · at the
Homecoming game against Arizona State featured a message by
the Homecoming- queen, a per""'
forznaJ.Jce by the UNM Band, and
a tribute to retiring President
Tom L. Popejoy.
There was also a fireworks display, a parade of the winning
floats, and the traditional chariot
race between Sigma .Alpha Epsi·
Ion and Sigma Chi, the SAE's
winning.

: ,*;

HERB .ALPERT'S sky·blue pinstiped trousers, lime-green jacket,
butter•yellow shirt, and white shoes were as colort'ul af;l the show put
on by his Tijuana Brass ilt Saturday's night Homcco!Jling concert,
.Alpert, his horn, and his six·man band delighted a crowd of 9500 in the
UNM .Arena with some of the most popular music of the d-.y, performed with enthus~1m and showmanship. (Lobo Photo by Pawley),

I .
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U. Planning Director Named
President of Facility Council

to Dr£ R~hard F . Tonigan, direcr ? t e school plant planning
service a~ UNM, l~st week became .natwnal pre~1dent of. ~he
CounCil of Educational Fac1hty
Planners.
Dr. 'l'onigan succeeded Dr. John
L. Cameron as p:resident at the
group's 44th annual meeting in
Detroit. Dr, Cameron is director
of the division of facilities development for the U.S. Office of
Education.

: ·.r.·

. '

SANDRA JOHNS

JESS SANDOVAL

-~

Nursing Soph.
End rote:

2000 wpm-76% comp.

280 wpm to 2088 wpm
"I've used it on almost any type of material.
Use is the key, because you regr~ss without a
pacer. I've been able to cover important work
outside the required material in a course~of
definite value!" Jess was awarded a Fulbright
at the International University of Peru in Span-

LARRY GASSMAN

ish and government.

Math. Grad.
Beginning rate: 443 wpm-88% camp.
End rate:

built in l)ombination with apart- University Teachers College and
menta and shopping centers. A assistant business manage~ of
few cities are creating education- Arlington County (Va) Public
al parks, in which children at Schools.
'
many grade levels from a metro·
politan area attend a central integrated facility.
'
Piping Seawater
Dr. Tonigan joined UNM in
Pipes and components hanSeptember after a year as asso- dling seawater on ships are made
ciate director for administration of a copper-nickel alloy which is
with the New York State Dormi- resistant to the corrosive brine,
tory Authority. Before that he is strong and light, and readily
was plant m;mager of Columbia fabricated.

On cJflmp·qft

---;:~~;1~~~~================::;;::.~·····
'th
Ma.lC9hu1man

The organization's
name was
changed
at the same meeting.
It
had been named the National
Council on Schoolhouse ConstrueWl
tion for 46 years until last week
Cl&ll
~
when members approved the designation of Council of Educa(By the author of"Rally Round the Flag 1 Boys!" 1
tional Facility Planners.
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)
The eouneil has more than 1200
educators, architects and engineers as members. Its purpose is
THERE ARE NO BAD TEACHERS;
to establish standards for school
THERE ARE ONLY BAD STUDENTS
plant planning and construction.
In a speech as he' accepted ofThe academic year has only just begun and already
fice, Dr. Tonigan cited an "inone thing is clear: you're not ready for college.
~HYLLIS KIRK, right, and her only ally, Gemma Dennis are ereasingly imperative need" to
What, then, should you do? Should you throw up your
shown .here in ~ battle against three brutal crooks in a scene from consider the desires of ditr.erent ~~ ____ hands and quit? I;say !IO! I say you must attack, grapple,
Fred~n~k, Knotts melodrall!atie suspense hit, .Wait Until Dark; The·- groups toward scnool-planning
cope! I say Amer1ca d1d not become the world's leader in
:P~ay' Will· be Prt;aented. tomght .at 8 :15 in the UNM Concert Hall. "as a comprehensive, inter-related
motel construction and kidney transplants by running
I
Tie~e~ ..a!e avmlable In all pr1ee ranges: $5, $4.50, $4 and $3•50, whole, rather than separately.''
away from a fi~ht!
Student t1ekets are one-half the regular price and are on sale at He said such groups included
To the question then: You say you're not ready for colthe Concert Hall.
curriculum specialists teachers
lege. You're too green, too naive. You lack maturity.
administrators, students parents'
Okay, the answer is simple: get mature. How? Well
architects,
builders
,:nd
tax:
sir,
to achieye ma~urity you need two things :
Proposes New China Policy
a) a probmg mmd;
payerss.
Dr. Tonigan described the folb) a ve~t.
.
.
.
.
,
lowing approaches toward eduA probmg m1?td Wlll ~e quickly yours 1f you II rememeational plant construction:
~r that e_!lucatJon cons~sts ~ot of ans~ers but of ques-Behool systems are using hunt10ns ..B.hndly a;cceptmg mformat10n and dumbly
dreds or even thousands of port. ~emor1zmg data Is. h1gh school stuff. In college you don't .
able
classrooms
In
th
.
b
b
JUSt accept. ~ou dispute, you push, yon pry~ you chal•
. ,.,
The need for better understand•.· ese affairs.
there
is
a
eonti~uing
a:v~~!P:ni
,
lenge.
If,
fo~,ms~n~e,
your
.Ph~sics
prof
says;
"E
equals
ing between the people of Red · lnnerst noted that, ~ontrary to,
I n - - monolithi'e or ~n
, me squared,
don t JUSt wr1te 1t down. ,Say to the .prof; .
China and the United States was. a popular misconception, tbe Chin- of -.rot~<>•
·
--mpus.·
. "Why'l"·
stressed by J. Stewart Innerst,. ese people are not starving, but type permanent buildings,
., Th' · ·n h h' tw tb'
·
· ·
-In the urban areas hi h-ri
. IS WI s. o~ Im o mgs .: •·
.
Chinese affairs q;pert, in a speech . are .being fed . and .given a fair
education facilities • gbe' se
·· a) Yourm1~d 1sakeen,thr~stmg mstrument.
•
.
,in the UNM Kiva last night.
chance. ·Americans believe that
iiii~;(i!i~~l~~rej~m~g
·
·
b)
You
are
m
the
wrong
maJor.
·
.
·
.
·~·A .Proposal for .a New China the Chinese want .a U.S.-$tyle gov-.•
Ask
questions,
questions,
and
more
questions.
That
is
.
·
Poliey,;u :lnnerst's topic, was based ermnent, but what ·they really·
.. · -the essence:<lf maturity, the heart.andliver of education.. : .
on his•belief that American atti• want is food, he said.
· .
Nothing will mor': qnickly·convince:the-teacherkthat you ·,
·tudes toward Communist 'China. · Unemployment, the ·rights. ·of ··
are
of college cahbre. 'And the tougher ytmr questions, ·
should change and that greater women, and health services are
· ·.·-·"the better. Come to·clasawith queries that dart and flash,
understanding is the key to sue• areas in which the .Chinese· gov~""
,'- · .that ~e UDeJ19>ected ,sallies into uncharted territory.
eesllful relations with Peking. · ernment is making improvement,
· Ask ·thmgs which bave•-never been asked. beforfl,. like
Innerst, a member of the So- Innerst said.
· "How tali was Nietzsche?".and 'IDid the Minotaur have ·
ciety of Friends, served 'as a misticks? If so, were they immortal1" and "How often did
Innerst's .appearance was Bponsionary in. China and is now con- sored .by the Albuquerque AssoP.itt the Elder shave?"
ducting studies on modem Chin- ciation ,of Friends,
· ·

Beginning rate: 274 wpm-46% comp.

UNM Senior

Page I

1364 wpm-96% camp.

'

MYRA GOETZ

lnnerst Claims More Understanding .
Key to.U.S. Success With Red China

UNM Grad. Student
394 wpm to 2000 wpm

THEY ARE ALL RECENT GRADUATES
OF THE EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

"The Dynamic Reading technique has allowed
me to go through more material and given me
confidence in retaining the material! now cover
quickly. It is also valuable because of the variety of techniques that can be applied to the

minute. That's about average. Now they read between 1000

graduate student is responsible." Myra is a

1

and 3400 words per minute withunC:Ierstanding and recall.
They have completed the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

NDEA Fellow in American Studies.

.

t

Until recently these people read about 200 to 400 words per

different types of reading material for which a

.

..

Course ... a program that over 250,000 people, like you,
have taken to improve their reading rate and comprehension.
Attend a free demonstration of this unique reading course.
You will see a Reading Dynamics graduate read at dma:zing

An lnvitatior:J to learn of

speeds from a book he has never seen before and then tell in

BILL JOHNSTONE

detail what he has read. You will see a documented fllm thdt
includes actudl interviews with Washington Congressmen
who have taken the course. You will learn how we can help

UNM Junior in Architecture
571 wpm to 1844 wpm
"I think this should be in the public schools ...
it ought to be required for everyone. If I would

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
·.' . ,QPPORlUNITIES
..

you to faster reading, with improved comprehension, greater
recall.

..

* *·*

learned more. I didn't have time to go into reground." Bill was high school valedictorian.

ACHIEVEMENT WARRANTY

'lllllit:S ln~HIIdll

Reading·
207 DARTMOUTH NE
·I'

~,-----------------

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS
ALBUQUERQUE

•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
USE

COUPON

Monday, Oct. 16 - 3 and 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 17-3 and 7 p.m.
UNM Student Union Bldg., Room 250 D

265-6761

To: EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
207 Dartmouth NE
Dept. L 10-16
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Please send descriptive folder.
I understand that I am under no obligation and that
no salesman will call.

NSMSES

***

Located on the California coast
mid·point between
Santa Monica & Santa Barbara,
we offer the ideal
physical and technical climate.

We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of each student
AT LEAST 3 times with good comprehnsion. We will refund the
entire tuition to any student who, after completing minimum class
and study requirements, does not at least triple his reading efficiency as measured by our beginning and ending tests.
.

- - - - - - - - - - - - E v e l y n Wood

I

Schedule an interview on
.I

'

OCTOBER 18,

with the representative of:

NAVAL SHIP MISSILE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION
.Port Hueneme, California
For positions as:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
AEROSPACE ENGINEER (MISSILES)
PHYSICIST (ELECTRONICS)

Name

Your Placement Director
-has further information
-will furnish brochures
-can schedule an interview

Street - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone - - - - - -

An Equal Opportunity Employer

TODAY

.. ·

rugged pair of
stick pens wins again in
unertding war against
ball-point skip, clog and
smear. Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scil;mtists, rue still writes
first time, every time.
And no wonder. rue's
"Dyamite" Ball is the
hardest metal made,
encased in a solid brass
nose cone. Will not skip,
clog or smear no matter
what devilish abuse is
devised for them by
sadistic students. Get
the dynamic me Duo at
your campus store now.
me's

have had this in high school, I might have
lated subjects and greatly extend my back-

.. with ·advaoced .lc complex
guided missile systems

. ·Despite
·• 'fiendish torture
dynamic BiG Duo.
writes first timeJ
every time! · ·

•• ••••••••••••••

'ftl:WJ
WATERMAN·BIC PEN CORP,
MilFORD, CONN.

BIC Medium Polnl19C

City - - - - - - - - - - - - - Zip - - - - - -

BIC Fine Poln125C

•
''

.

''

(lncidenta.lly, you may never know the complete an- ·
swer to Pitt the Elder's shaving habits, but of one thing
you can be positive: no matt-er how -often he shaved and
no matter what blades he used, he never enjoyed the
shaving comfort that' you do. I am .:assuming, of course,
that you use Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, a
logical assumption to make when one is addressing college.men-which is to say men of·perspicacity, discrimination, wit, taste, cognizance, and shrewdness-for
Personna is a blade to please the perspicacious, delight
the discriminating, win the witty, tickle the tasteful,
coddle the cognizer, and shave the shrewd.
(I bring up Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades be·
cause the makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel
Blades pay me to write this column, and they are inclined to sulk if I omit to mention their product. I would
not like to see them unhappy, the makers of Personna,
for they are fine ruddy men, fond of morris dancing and
home brewed root beer, and they make a blade that
shaves closely and cleanly, nicklessly and hacklessly, and
is sharp and gleaming and durable and available both in
double-edge style and Injector style.
(And from these same bounteous blademakers comes
Burma-Shave, regular or menthol, a lather that outlathers other lathers, brother. So if you'd rather lather
better, and soak your whiskers wetter, Burma-Shave's
your answer.)
But. I digress. We have. now solved the problem of
matur1ty. In subsequent columns we'll take up other issues, equally burning. Since 1953 when this column first
started running in your campus paper, we've tackled
such thorny questions as ''Can a student of 19 find happiness with an economics professor of 90 ?" and "Should
capital punishment for pledges be abolished?" and "Are
room-mates sanitary?" Be assured that in this, our 14th
year, we will not be less bold •

* * *

'.

© 1967, Max Shulman

The makers of Personna Super Stainlells Steel Blades
(double-edge or Injector) and Burma•Shave (regular
or mentlwl) are plea11ed (or apprehensive) to bring you
another year of Max Shulman's uninhibited, uncensored column.

...

'

.I"
:~r'

}
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Betna

By GAIL BAKER and
PAUL SCHMIDT
Today-October 16-hundred~
(perhaps thousands) of young
men in cities across the country
w:ill publicly return their draft
cards to the Selective Service
System. Thus they w:ill state openly that, in the face of mass-murder by their government in Viet
Nam, they do more than dissent,
""tJ1,ey resist. No more abstract
moralizing. They act, fully aware
of the risks of commitment.
We first heard of The Resistance last spring after 175 men
destroyed their draft cards in
Central Park in New York City.
Students then began organizing

Dear Editor:
In the hubbub about the Rev.
Boyd's use of terms conflicting
with polite convention for a
clergyman on a public platform,
we must remember that the Newman Forum is precisely that-a
place for the free exchange of
ideas, much like St. Paul found
the Acropolis at Athens to be.
He stressed the priority of person over structure, the love basic
to Christianity, the importance of
a life commitment and involvement with the lot of the underprivileged as a part of being a
Christian. He hated hypocrisy.
And St. Paul would nod approvingly when the Rev. Boyd said
that Christ saves while we minister,
The Rev. Boyd adheres, I think,
to Situation Ethics, the New
Morality. I myself find a problem
with that framework, But I
gather that many clergymen adhere to it. In that context, commandments are advisory, not obligatory, and love responsibly
finds its own ways.
Some of the stands which the
Rev. Boyd took are objects of
each citizen's assent or, at times
unpopularly, dissent. For example, he disapproves of the Viet
Nam war. With U Thant, Pope
Paul and Archbishop Davis, so
do I and many others. Draft card
burning? He did not explicitly declare himself for it. Legalization
of marijuana? Sociology texts
argue that pro and con.
His phraseology, but only in
' several instances during a twohour appearance, was disconcerting to many. But even here we
must remember that his day-byday, or should I say, night-bynight apostolate is in bars,
lounges and cafes. In a two-hour
dialogue it would be understand-

The Resistance Asks
Your Choice

quietly. Their ·position was that
they could no longer passively accept their deferments so ' that
others could go in their places.
One cannot choose. death for
1mother.

* * *

That first one-page leaflet stated the issue plainly. We quote
from it: "We REFUSE to cooperate with the draft and urge other
AmeJ;ican men to join us, We are
convinced that there are enough
men seriously opposed to the war
that a significant political effect
would result if we stood TOGETHER and refused to cooperate with a system that perpetrates murder in our names. We

~etters
Boyd's Voeabulary
'Understandable'

NEW MEXICO LOBO
.

Letters

are weloome, and
ol!ollld be no longer than 260
words typewrittep, double
opaeed. Name, telephone num• her and addret~~~--n~uat- be in•
eluded, altbough .name 'Ifill be
witbheld upon -ueet.

I

I

believe that only by so doing will
we be in a position to speak to
young Americans who are faced
with the draft. We would li,ke
every American man to realize
that he must make a moral choice
as to whether he will allow himself to be 'USed to commit war
crimes."

* * "'
of war crimes

Mention
brings
up the trials at Nuremberg-the
Nuremberg Statutes and the
whole question of crimes against
humanity. Today, 25 years later,
men are stil larrested for having
obeyed orders to kill Jews. They
have no excuse. Would you? Alex
Jack, a Resistance organizer we
know, believes that the Nuremberg principles apply to him. He
sees the moral choice he's faced
with in the light of his experience
in South Viet Nam last spring as
a reporter.
For him, as he p\lts it in his
statement to the Selective Service,
"the reality of thousands of burnedvillages and Vietnamese deaths
constitute no less a crime against
humanity than Nazi genocide of
the Jews. American na.palm and
phosporus burn people to death as
effectively as ovens in German
death camps. Vietnamese hamlets
have been encircled, the inhabitants massacred, and the remains
bulldozed over by U. S. Marines in
the same way the Nazis obliterated towns like Lidice!'

able for a different vocabulary to
leap out occasionally. In the marketplace of free ideas, I shan't
close my mind to his mesaage because of that.
All in all, the Newman Forum
met a man exemplifying a current dogmatic and moral theology
among religious thinkers. I much
hope that unexpected occasional
phrases and a certain glibness in
reply to questioners will not be
allowed to hide the constructive- ·
*
ness in his speech.
Thus Alex and other draft reFather Thomas Flynn
sistors will not take part in acUNM Newman Center
tions of the same kind that the
U.S. declared at Nuremberg to
be
crimes against humanity for
Father Goedart Expresses
which
individuals were to be held
Gratitude, Apology
responsible even when acting un~
Dear Editor:
der the orders of their govern~
Judging from the flak of the ments.
Organizers of The Resistance
past few days1 I think I have an
obligation to make a statement to look upon today's action as the
the UNM students regarding the first step in building a mass movement of young people who no
Malcolm Boyd lecture.
Since my personal views on his longer consent to be cogs in the
talk have alrearly been adequately ::;moothly running ntacllinel"Y o.E
publicized, I see no reason to bore war. Our friend Alex, for example, was· offered and refused
you with repetition.
For those who benefitted from C.O. status or a 4-D deferment
the talk, I am grateful; to those (for theological students), but he
claims that these alternatives unwho were insulted, I apologize.
Father Robert A. Goedert, O.P. justly set apart as a privileged
Director, UNM Newman Center class certain ministers, pacifists,
and theists, and discriminate
against others who oppose the
draft, especially minority groups
members, ministers like Muhammed Ali, selective objectors, and
atheists.
Ned .T. Davison, Pelayo H. FerAt the Army Base where he
nandez, and Alexander G. Moore,
members of the department of was taking his pre-induction
modern and classical languages physical, officials pled with AleJt
at UNM, are authors of a new to accept C.O, or 4-D status and
book, "A Student Guide to Crit- protest the war legally, rather
than resist openly and organize
ical Spanish.
The book, published by Pruett others. But that is exactly the
Press, is a glossary intended as aim of The Resistance: to resist
a handbook for undergraduate openly and thus to speak to all
students in Hispanic literatures. Ame.ricans faced with the draft.
It serves as an aid in preparing Here is the intersection of the
pltpers on literary subjects where moral and existential in you. You
alone can choose. Will you?
the use of Spanish is desired.

* •

Professors Write
New Spanish Book

. .. .

Publiohed Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of the regUla!( Un~versity year b)' the
Student Publications Board of. the Associated Stude'!!a of the Utuvers•ty o~ New MeJ?co
:;lecond class postage pai~ at ,Albuquerque, New Mmuco. Prmted .llr the Un•versity ,Pn,nting Plant. :;lubscription rate: $4.5.0 for tile sch<><?l year, payable m a~vance, All ed1tona~
llnd signed columns expr"'s the v•ews of the wnter an(\ not ncceesar•l)' th011e of the Stu•
dent Publications Board Qr of the University.
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Unmia Stagnates, But Why?
Onee, many years ago, there was in a faraway land a
theocratic kingdom called Unmia. In Unmia there was a
school called, oddly enough, the University of Unmia. It was
a reasonably good college, and had for several years been
building a reputation as a place where freedom of expression
and inquiry were ·held inviolate, where the quality of instructors and, more important, of graduates, was growing yearly.
Since the University was the largest in the land, the
fathers of the church, who also ran the government, had ap•
pointed a wise and aggressive president called Pope Joy to
oversee the school's operations. It proved.to be a wise choice;
Pope Joy, in 20 years of heading the school, started many
new programs and upgraded the quality of existing ones.
He was responsible for building the University into the
finest of the seven in Unmia, largely through his defense of
academic freedom and his aggressive recruiting ,of highly
respected men of letters to teach at the University.' Graduates of the University accounted for a large percentage of
the leaders of the kingdom. And all the subjects in the land
were proud of their ·University.
Then one day a strange thing happened. The fathers of
the church, who had strongly supported education for many
years, told Pope Joy he could no longer give the men he hired
to teach and oversee the operation of ·the University as
much money as they had received in the past.
"If a teacher makes 100 guilders a year now," they said,
"you may not pay him more than 105 guilders next year, no
matter how valuable you may think he is to you or to the
University."
Pope Joy argued with the church fathers that education
was a competitive business, that good teachers demanded
good salaries for a job well done, and that the University
owed a large part of its success to the fact that it had been
able to offer attractive salaries to lure good teachers and
administrators from betterknown schools in bigger, richer
kimrdomR,
'iff a teacher makes 100 guilders a year now," the fathers
replied,, "you may not pay him more than 105 guilders next
year, no matter how valuable you may think he is to you or
to the University."
So Pope Joy appealed the decision of the church fathers
to the high court, which upheld the imposed limit.
Pope Joy tried to maintain a strong recruiting program to
bring in new and exciting teachers for the students at the
University of Unmia, but they heard about the limit (dubbed
a "guideline" by the church fathers), and they went instead
to schools in other lands like Berkelia, far to the west.
Higher education in Unmia stagnated. The kingdom's universities were-no longer growing and improving. They began
to deteriorate until finally the kingdom had to rely on men
from schools in faraway places like Michigania to look after
the land's affairs.
The people of Unmia, including the church fathers, were
no longer proud of Unmia's educational system. Even the
church fathers began to criticize the kingdom's schools, saying Pope Joy had not done his job well.
And not for a minute did anyone suspect the real reason.

)fonday, October 16, 1967
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Resistance Grou-p
Opens Anti-Drafl
Move,ment Toda,_
WASHINGTON (CPS)-Today
young men in cities and on college campuses across the United
States will turn in their ,draft
cards to federal officials.
This is the first major national
anti-draft effort organized by the
· Resistance, a group of young men
who have turned from protesting
the war in Viet Nam to an attempt to slow down the flow of
manpower into the war effort;.
The young men who make up
the Resistance are uncertain how
many men will end their complicity with the draft today, but they
hope for several thousand "There
are at least several hundred who
are committed," says Rodney
Robinson of Redwood City, California, "and a lot more who are
searching their consciences."
"Not Just Symbolic"
Besides turning in their draft
cards, the group also plans to
· present letters saying they refu'se to cooperate with the Selective Service System and will refuse to. go in the army if inducted. "It's not just a symbolic
act where we'll say we'll be glad
to get our draft cards back,'' says
Richard Moeller of the Washington, D.C. Resistance. He says
many men are also sending letters to their local draft boards.
What happens to membl)rS of
the Resistance after today is uncertain. The few individuals who
have returned their cards before
have usually gotten another one
in the mail from their boards,
and are often later declared delinquent and called for induction.
"Visibility" to Increase
But the members of the Resistance do know what action they
, ,•. will t;:t.ke afte~ today. Besides
hoping that they can slow down
the flow of manpow~r to the war,

Page &
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rupting." They hope this w:ill result in even more visibility.
They also expect that some of
them will eventually face jail. At
that point they may go underground, leave the country, or go
to jail. "Whatever is the most
politically visible, while at the
same time not breaking the
momentum we have been able to
build up at that point, will be the
reasonable choice," says a paper
written by the New York Resistance, "but the choice is not one
we can make now."
The Resistance began in Cali·
fornia, organized by Dave Harris,
Stanford's radical student body
president, and a few others. It
spread to several other cities and
began to gain momentum this
summer. It is primarily a local
movement. The groups cooperate
but there is no national office.
(Continued on page 8)

fiND

SCHOLARSHIPS
BY COMPUTER

Last year $30 million in college schol·
arships went unclaimed - because no
ql.alified persons applied ••. becausE)
no qualified persons knew of them.
• Now ECS engineers and educators
have programmed a lligh-spel)d com·
puter with 700,000 items of scholastic
aid, worth over $500 million, to permit
students to (!asily and quicklY locate
scholarships for which they qualify,
• The student fills out a detailed, con·
fidential questionnaire and returns it to
ECS, with a one-time computer-proces·
sing fee of $15. In seconds the computer compares his qualifications against
requirements of grants set up by foun·
datiofls, business, civic, fraternal, re·
ligious, and government organizations,
and prints a personalized report to
the student telling him where and when
to apply for grants for which he qual·
ifies. Thousands of these do not depend
on scholastic :;tanding or financial neec;J.

FREE - - - - - - - - - ,

r
1INFORMATION AND SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE 1
I ..._

1
'

· 1966 HOMECOMING Queen, Carol Roth places the crowning touch
on newly elected Homecoming '67 Queen Mary MacPherson during
coronation ceremonies Friday night at Johnson Gym. Miss MacPherson reigned over all of the activities of UNM's 43r41 annual
Homecoming which concluded with the TJB concert and the Alumni
dance Saturday. Chosen as attendants in last week's election were
Verlinda Parnell, and Grace Arnett. (Lobo Photo by Pawley).
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-Haven't you noticed something wrung with the team?

-Yeahtlt's been ••• "Weeks" now.

If Matthew Thornton had signed his name
with the Scripto Reading Pen, he'd be remembered today.
Sc:;ripto's new Reading Pen makes what you write easicr to read. That's why Scrip to calls it the Reading Pen.
It's a new Fiber-Tip pen that writes clear and bold.
Not a fountain pen, not a ball-point, this is an entirely

new kind o.f.. ~.en witha durable Fiber-Ti~. Get. therefill able Rcadmg Pen for $1. Refills come m 12 colors.
Available in a non-refillable model for 39¢. Write with
Scripto's new Reading Pen, You'll be remembered.

I

I

(print)
address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

provide greater visibility for their
opposition to the war and the
draft. Starting tomorrow, they
hope to take advantage of that
visibility.
They plan speaking tours, civil
disobedience, and other actions to
"keep vital the spirit generated
by Oct. 16." They plan another,
larger non-cooperation day in
December, and still larger ones
after that.
If any member of the Resistance is given 1-A status and called for physicals or induction, all
members of his local group are
supposed to go with him to the
induction center, "leafletting, talk·
ing to other draftees, perhaps dis-

1150.

t

name----:=~---

they also expect their actions will
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Cougars Defeat Houston
Take Tucker Tournament
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
Brigham Young University
came from three strokes behind
Saturday to win the Tucker Intercollegiate golf tournament by
a single stroke over ten-time
winner Houston University.
BYU All-American John Miller
won the individual crown by a
shot over Tom Wright of Houston, and it Wa'S that shot that also
determined the team winner.
After two rounds the Brighams had a seven-shot lead over
Houston. But the Texans made
their move Friday and picked up
ten shots in the third round to
take a three-stroke lead.
Cougars Take Lead
The BYU Cougars regained
their composure Saturday and
had a one-stroke lead with only
Miller and Wright still on the
course. At that point Miller also
led Tom by a single shot.
On the par-5 18th Miller had a
18-foot putt for a birdie and
Wright a ten-footer. Miller left
himself a three-foot putt, and the
Houston player only had what
looked to be an 18-inch tap in.
The BYU star mi'Ssed his threefooter and made bogey, leaving
Wright his putt to tie the team
and individual standings. But the
nervous challenger left his attempt on the back lip and BYU
had ended the ten-year domination by Houston of the Tucker.
UNM Seores 1187
Brigham Young's 72-hole score
for the four-man team was 11'73,
·and Houston posted 1174 ·strokes.
The New Mexico number one
·team was third at 1187.
BYU's Mike Taylor was third
in the individual standings and

The longest wo.-d.
in the language?
By letter count, tho Joqeet
word may be pneumonoultrll•

microscopicsillcovolcanoconlosll,
a rare lung disease. You won't
find it in Webster's New Wor14
DictioiUiry, College Edition. But
you will find more useful infor-

UNM's Mike Goodart wa'S fourth. ·
Miller's winning, scores were
74-68-70-78-285. :Wright had
286, Taylor 287, and Goodart 289.
Goodart could have tied for
third in the tourney had he not
double-bogeyed the par-8 17th in
the final round. He was fourunder up to that point for the
round and even-par for the tournament.
Goddart Finished Fourth
After the 17th he had to make
a birdie at 18 to edge Mike Morley of Arizona State for the
fourth-place finish. The UNM AllAmerica candidate had been in
sixth place going into the final
].8 holes of play.
Before the Tucker, BYU was
the last team to beat the Houston
squad in a major tournament.
Houston has dominated collegiate
golf for the past ten years.

U. Frosh Opener

Wolfpups Blasted
59-0byNMSU
UNM's Wolfpups fell 59-0 Saturday to the New Mexico State
frosh, led by the hard running of
fullback Lynn Martin and the
pass catching of Shawn Meagher.
Martin and Meagher each had
three of State's nine touchdowns.
Martin scored on runs of 59 and
9 yards and an SO-yard punt return while picking up '182 yards
on 14 carries for a 9.4-yard rushing average.
Meagher "SCOred his three tallies
on passes of 80, 18, and 80 yards,
the fi rst two f rom T om B arnes
and the third :from Rick Day, an
Alb uquerque prod uct •
Two more NMSU touchdowns
came on runs of seven an d one
yards by Gene Vye, who also
kicked all of State's five extra
points. Steve Coker, State deiensive back, accounted fot• tl1e
Aggie frosh's other six points on
a 32-yard run back of an intercepted pass thrown on the Wolfpups' first play from scrimmage.
The NMSU frosh beat the
UTEP yearlings last week by an
jdentical 59-0 mark• .Saturday's ·
game was the season opener for
.
the Wolfpups; who wlll meet the
Arizona frosh Saturday at Uni, ·
,
vers1ty StadiUm at 1:30 p.m.

mation about words than in any
other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addi·
tion to its derivation and an
illustration showing U.S. time
zones, you'll -find 48 clear def·
initions .of 1he different mean•
ings of time .and 27 idiomatic
..uses, such .as time of one's life. ·
In sum, everythiJig you want to
know .about. time.
·. This diction!ll'Y is -approved · , .. . .The maximum , age limit for
. sons and daughters of vetermans
IIJid used by more than 1000
-entitled to Veterans AdministracoUeges and universities. Isn't
it ·time you owned one? Only
tion educational ·financial assist$5.95 for 1760 p_ages;
$&.95
. ance was raisecfTecently from 23
to 26•
.thumb-indexed.
The boost in the age limit,
At Your Bookstore
which went into -effect Oct. 1, en·
TBB WORLD PUBLISHING co:
ables the offspring of veterans
Cleveland and New York
who: died or were permanently or
totally disabled as tiie result of a
~ervice-connected injury or illness
to attend school.

· c>:Age Limil .Raised
'· for Education. Aid

Jose Salazar, a handicapped
youngster frotn Isleta, was the
guest of the UNM Letterman's
Club at the UNM-Arizona State
University Homecoming football
game Saturday night.
The 11-year-old Salazar is the
second guest of the Letterman's
Club and was escorted to the ball
game by Lobo track star Rene
Matison. Salazar, Route 1, Box
608A in Isleta, will also receive a
football autographl!d by members
of the Lobo varsity.

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to stage a ''park-in?"

Patronize the
Albuquerque .
Transit
System

Mo11day, Oetober 16, 1967

"Pro-fessor

WOODY

Last spring the. Utah bunch
beat Houston in the Pikes Peak
Invitational in Colorado Springs.
New Mexico finished third in
that tournament also.
Houston Wins Frosh
Houston did win the freshmanjunior college division of the
Tucker, but had to settle for a
second-place tie in the individual
standings. David Sheff of ASU
captured the title with a 72-hole
tally of 804. Mike Achterberg of
BYU was second at 306 along
with Dave Shuster of Houston.
The win by Sheff ended UNM
three-year reign of the individual
title. Steve Satterstrom won it in
1965 and Chuck Milne won it in
'66.
The top W olfpups this year
were Jay Paukkunen, who is also
the Canadian junior champion,
and AI Lavato who hails from Albuquerque.
Odes'Sa swept the first four
places in the women's division,
the team title and the best ball
crown. Jane Bastanchurry was
the 54-hole medalist with rounds
of 78-72-74-224 at Arroyo.

says:

Our
Baked Ham 'n Cheese
Is a Real Meal

Arizona State Rips Lobos 56-23

f};,.:Jt a:J:Jignmenf-

follow

IJOUI' COUI':Je:J

wit/,

t/,e /amou:J
Barnes & Noble
Coll~e Outline Series

·· ByNOOLEYREINHEA'RDT
icp deep.in its own· territory, The
Bookert picked· up 73 yards·in ous attempt to score.
. The New Mexico Lob'os left signal-caller, trying to do •some- his five rushing playsin·the game.
This week New Mexico plays
themselves defenseless Saturday thing about the onrushing Sun He leads the Wolfpack in rushing San Jose State in the sixth game
night and dropped their fourth Devil line, threw a touchdown in. statistics.
of the season at .San Jose. Then
straight fpotba!l.game of the sea·· · ~te1-'ception to ASU tackle' Richard
Going into1tha game UNM had , three of the la11t four. games are
son 56-23 to Ati~ona: State ''Uni- · Griffin who /went over ;from s~tven ·the nationall,eader ·in pa~sing arid. ··here.
. ·versity. · ·
· · · '; ·.• ... ·.
yards llut, :1
., . · ..
.' , ,
total offense in q~arterback .Stone. " ··
UNM · ·,ASU
1 · •• ,. · It was alao the third \Western
ASU N,ow 4.;1 .· . 1 , ,. , •.. '·. • ; · . • He completed. 14 of 81 passes.. .:for . Fil'l!t downs rushillll'
2
15
' ·.'Athletic Conference loss for UNM
After that, the Lobos were 221 yards against the Sun Devils. ·· Ji~: ~~~: ~:.~~
g
g
and the opening league eneounter · never again in the game. The ; His top·receiver, Ace Hendricks, TGtal·fir•l dl!w!Ul .
18
21
for the Sun Devils.
next two Stone interceptions pulled down five ·passes· for 128 ~:!i!n'h:~t:;i>ta ·
1~g
4~~
· ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
A Homecoming crowd of 19,- started two drives that· saw yards. He led the nation in that Yards lost rushing
88
6
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
537, the largest home attendance ·Arizona State go ahead 84-18 and category . going into the game.- ~:!sf.:';do rui!hinu
15'$l~
8·1\~~
LIGHTER REPAIR
of the year, watched the unim- put the game out of reach for . Emilio Vallez caught ten passes Yards passing
231
178
200 THIRD NW
247-8219
pressive Lobos perform. Early in New Mexico.
for 108 aerial yards.
~~~"is.0~~:;:ge
a~~j
o~~:
the first period ASU and UNM
Arizona State. is now 4-1 on th.e 4 Intercepted
IP~e~na~lt~ies=·~ya~r:ds;_;;;;;;;;;;;;;;6~-:4s:__~ls~-1~1~0~~============
exchanged touchdown runs of 4.7 season and 1-0 tn WAC competl;.
and 55 yards respectively to put tion and hopes to be off to one of
In four ga~es Ston.e had thrown
the score at 7-7.
its finest seasons in recent years. only four mtercept10ns ~nd he
Upset Foreseen
Tailback David Bookert scored matched that num~er agamst the
New Mexico then scored again the first two Lobo touchdowns keyed-up Su~ J?evlls.
.
and moved ahead 13-7 after the that kept the underdogs in a posiNew Mextco s other scormg
extra-point attempt failed. And tion to pull the game out. His first plays were a 4?-yard field goal
for the second week in a row fans . run was a 55-yard effort that tied by Sherman .Setders and a 42had visions of an upset by the the game at 7-7. Then minutes yard ?'D strtke from Stone to
lightly-regarded Wolfpack,
late he scored the go-ahead touch- Hendr1cks-the final tally of the
But Friday the 18th caught up down on a six-yard scamper.
game.
with Lobo quarterback Terry Bookert Injured
Arizona State chose not to hu'lfle JiRODUelNG MANAGER$ COMPANY' presenlt
Stone a day late, and the ASU
Bookert left the game in the miliate the Lobos further when it
unit took advantage of his mis- second period with an injured had the ball inside the UNM five
takes and scored five straight shoulder and didn't return to ac- with time enough left to put six
touchdowns before the host team tion for the Lobos. The UNM of- more points on the score board.
IN THE
could locate the evasive endzone fense might have looked better But the Devils elected to run out
again.
with him in, but ASU never ap- the clock without making a seri~BIULLIR
Stone's first miscue came with peared in serious danger of losing
the score at 18-13 and New Mex- the game.

U. News Director
Offensive Back Bookert: Will Resign Post
The Lobo's Choice

Selected 'Player of Week'

associated students
··bookstore
~

David Bookert is the Lobo's
choice for its Player of the Week
award. Bookert is a 6'-3" sophomore from Hobbs High School
via Cisco (Texas) Junior College.
Going into Saturday's game,
tailback Bookert was the leading
Lobo ground gainer. In fact he
has been the UNM running game
for five games.
In Saturd!ly's 56-23 loss to
Arizona State, he sparked the hapless Lobos into a position to win
the game wiLll i;wo fir:>t-pel'iod
touchdowns.

!';-v~~~~.H~~n.::~::~t~~g::gg;

Lovato, UNM ........ 76-B0·7B-75-I09
Wa711" .Jac:obo, H01111ton 77-74-82-77-310
Tom Jenntte, Houston ... 80-88·71-77-Bll
Don Splonlck. ASU ...... 78-74·82-77-311
Bruce Ashworth, .Houston 80-78-78-81-312
Jay Friedman, ASU ... 76-77•81-711-313
Steve Thompson, Od.,.a .82·81-79-7'-316
Kurt Cox, Od...a ....... 78-79-81-"19-317
Ronnie Levmeh, Qd.,.a .. 80-82-80-75-317
Dewallle JlcNabb, Od....._ .84-'78-82-'78-317•
Bobby ·Walzel, .Houston .. 81•78-84-76-3111
Lon Hhtkle, ASU ........ 81-81·'18~79-319
• -Kent , Clark, BYU ....•. 80-77•78-8(-319
Ward Sheldon, Colorado .. 77-79-83-82-1121
Corker De Loaoh, Houston 78-81-84-82-323
Terry Russell, Frank Phil. 80-80·80-85-325
'.Jimm .chapman, Od ....a .. 87-81·79-73-325
Robert Butler, UNM ..... 84-83-82-73-327
Andy 1Joyd, UNM ....... , 81-8Z.B5-'19-327
Team Standln~rs-1, Houston, 1239; 2.
Arizona State, 1247 : 8. Od...._ 1267 : 4.
UNM, 1272. BEIIt Bllll-1. llouaton, 260; 2•
Arizona State, 266; 3. UNM. 269.
Al

His first scoring effort was a
55-yard gallop that tied the score
at 7-7. He scored again minutes
later to put the Lobos in the unusual position of being ahead.
He picked up 73 yards rushing
in five carries in the quarter and
the opening moments of the second. But then he was hit hard,
and an injured shoulder sent him
to the sidelines :for the remainder
of the game.
Bookert's biggest asset in the
baekfield is his sneed and is the
only chance the · Lobos have of
balancing their passing and running attacks. He also has some
of the best moves fans have seen
at UNM in several years.
Bookert is not only a constant
running threat but UNM Coach
Bill Weeks considers his tailback
a big Lobo help in blocking. Weeks
always has praise for both of
Bookert's talents, and said the
Lobo attack was hurt by not having all of them in the game Saturday.
At Cisco Junior College last
season Bookert was an honorable
mention all-conference halfback.
HI! was an all-district and all·
state halfback at Hobbs and a
three-year track letterman.

Mrs. E. K. Solenberger, director
of the UNM News Bureau, has
announced her resignation. She
will leave in December to take
charge of public relations and to
establish a news bureau at Bland
College, a new branch of the College of William and Mary in
Petersburg, Va.
Mrs. Solenberger has been with
the UNM News Bureau for the
last ten years.
Mrs. Solenberger has been president of the New Mexico Press
Women for the last two years,
and has -a post as a national committee chairman. She is also regiC~ne.! dir€ctor..
Mrs. Solenberger has also been
president of Theta Sigma Phi in
Albuquerque and presently is its
national scholarship chairman.
Jerry
DePoyster's
81-yard
punt was the longest in the history of the conference, but not
the longest of DePoyster's career.
He booted an 82-yarder while at
Bellevue, Neb.; high school.
Campus Laundry & Cleaning
Norge Equipped
Counselor Always on Duty
Open 8 A.M.-8 P.M.
Easy Acces.-Off Street Parking

Next to Don Pancho's
2106 Central SE

247-0836

w""""''" Dilliai<m

.Jane Bastanchurry, Od.,.a 78-'12-'1'-224
Martha Wilklnomi, Od.,.a .. '15-82-7'-231
Gall Sykes, Odi!Y& ..... , , .. '16-'16-811-235
Suaan Moore, Odi!Y& ...... 78-79-811-239
Marie Strand, ASU ........'lg·B0-81-240
.Jeanie Batl6, Centenary .. 75·86-711-240
.Tan Crow, ASU ........... 78-85·811-241
Marsha Houghton, ASU ... 81·76-85-242
Pat Reevl!!l, Lamar Tch . , .82-78-SZ--242
Carol Sorensen, ASU •..... 82-85-77-244
Rita Weihe, Odessa .... , ... 81·84-84-249
Kris Gllbert!on, UNM , .... 81-86-85-252
Barbara Berry, UNM ... , .. 80-83-90-253
Jan Schulte, Odessa .......81·83-90-254
Tenrn Standings-Odessa, 455: ASU. 481:
LattJar Tech, 491; Centenary, 501: UNM
505. Best Ball-Odessa, 204: ASU, 209 i
Lamar Tech, 226 ; UNM, 266: and Centenary, 230.

SAT. EVE.• OCT. 21-8:15 P.M.

NU'itliL 111/l./£

Mrs. Solenberger

MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

.Concert
Hall
Proudly ·Presents

>.

'

Admission - Downstairs 3.50, Bale. 2.50
Students - Downstairs 2.50, Bale. 2.00

a1 FREDERICK KNOTT
Author Ill "Dial M for Murdel"
with
.

.

JAMES TOLKAN

JOSEPH and
MASCOLO·

WILLIAM TRAYLOR
Directed by

WINDSOR LEWIS

8c:IMIJ arniU,ht.. ll . . , . VOEI.t'&

TONIGHT- OCT. 16-8:15 P.M.
All Seats Reserved - $5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

I

!!ox Office Open 9:00-5:00, 6·00-9:00
Tel. 277-3121

Can you

meet the test?
Here's everything you need to
help you get atop score in the
tests you have to pass.
• Up-to-date test material
• Best organized study guides
• Do's and don'ts of test-taking
• Step-by-step programming
• Accurate practice tests
• Correct answers and solutions
• Self-evaluation profiles

COWLES SCORE-HtGH EXAM BOOKS

Tel. 277-3121

How to Pass

GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION APTITUDE TEST
with special Test-Yourself Examination bonus. 444 pages
How to Pass

... '

;-:~-·
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-.:_':

ito,

~.' .-: ..~.·.:. -~·····"- .... ·•.
David Bookert

Fi II out the form to the
right and mail or bring to
the credit office. If you
wish, you may phone us
with the ·information

Casey Optical Co.
24 hour
Service Avdilable

r------------.

9:30 d.m. to 8:30 p.m.

needed to establish an
account by calling 298·

Address ................... Age .. ::::::

ParJonalfzed Styling

1831, Ext. 21 0.

, , .• , .•..••... , ~ , •• , • , •• , , Bonk~

Name • • .• ~ " • , • ... ~ ... ~ • ~ ~ • • Phone

Permllnent Address ..... , • . . Sltlle
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This MONROE calculator is ideally suited for
standard deviations and all statistical calcula·
lions, every computation arising in science
and commerce.

• The most acclaimed calculator in the
Monroe line.
• The phrase- operators who know
prefer Monroe- was coined on this
model MA7·W.

Repair Service
Sun Gl11sses
Next door to Your Drugstore
4312 Lomas Ne
255-6329

completely reconditioned and

antaed For One Veer against mechtonic:.ol
defects of "">' ~Inti Including rec•l"c"rn"nt
ports and ll!lbor, Oust cover.
21nleo 8nd operating lnotructions
clutiotl with each machine.

Please send me the Monroe Model
MA7W Electric Calculator. I under·
stand this Machine is fully guaran·
teed one year against defects both
in parts and labor.
Enclosed is $119.50 ship prepaid
Enclosed ls $25.00 ship c.o.D.
NAME-------

0

D

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ __

,.

UNM STUDENTS V2 PRICE

-~

Box Office Open 9:00-5:00 Mon. thru Fri.

Instant Credit avaiiM
able to responsible young
a d u I t s. No co-signers
needed!

I

DF ALlFITJMB!

Over UJO titles on the following subject&: ·

~~~=~
J

l

PHYLLIS KIRK

KEYED TO YOUR TEXTS
ENGLISH
GOVERNMENT
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
LITERATURE
MATHEMATICS

'

I

Concert Holl

V arsitu Finals

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
flUaiNESS
DRAMA
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING

Playing defensive safety may
have been I" blessing in disguise,
says Wyoming quarterback Paul
Toscano. "I think playing defense was an advantage for me,"
he rmalyzes. "I know how most of
the secondaries work and how
quick a defender can get to the
man he's covering. It's helped me
on
my timing of pass patterns.''
·

SOUTHWEST

Woody•s ])rwe In
Uh,vers'i't:y at Cetiti=a .
A G rea1: '"Place to Eat

John Mtller, BYU ........ 74-68-70-73-285
Tom Wright, .Houston .... 76-70-69·711-286
Mike Taylor, BYU ....... 72-71·71-78-287
Mike Goodart, UNM No. 1 75-78·72-69-289
Mike Morley, ABU ....... 75-71-72-72-290
.Hal Underwood, Houston 74-73-74-74-295
Doug Olsofl, .Houston .... ?1-77·71-77-295
Ben Kern, NMSU ....... 76-78-71·71-296
Drue Johnson. Ariz...... 74-70-76-76-296
Martin Wa..-nica, Houston '16-74-70-77-207
Gary .Haden, ASU ... , .. 73-77-74·73-297
S. S&tterstrom, UNM :IH 80·7 4-76-69-298
Terry Dear, UNM No. 1 75-74-75-74-298
Ron ;Tanney, BYU ...... 74-75-74-75-299
Jimmy Day, LSU ...... 78-77-70-76-301
R. McKinney, Tex. Tech 78-78-711-72-302
. Dick
Don Hawken,
BYU No.
, .....
75-74-711-74-802
Placek, UNM
1 75-74-78-76-302
D. Knight, UNM No. 2 75-73-78-77-aoa
Paul Purtzer, ABU ... , .. 78-80-74-76-803
Bill Musselman. Colo. . .. 71·76·79-77-303
Jim Plaeek, UNM No.2 .. 76-75-79-73-303
Bob Barbaroea, .Houston .. 76-76-75-77-304
John Jacoba, Wyoming ... 78-72-77-77-304
Jim Fiala. UNM No, 2 •.. 74-79-75-76-304
Jimmy Whittenberg, LSU 79-75-78-7'-306
Jack ·Chapman BYU ... 76-73-79"79-307
Bruce MeKenzle, NMSU 76-78-74-79-307
Don &ott, HoUAton ..... 80-72-76-79-307
Steve R:van, ABU ........76-77-77-76-308
Chuck Mlln ... UNM No. 1 78-76-78-81-308
Bill Hutro.hi"'!n, NMSU .. 77-77-74-80-308
Team Standlni!B--1. BYU, 1173; 2,
Houston, 1174; a. UNM No. 1, 1187~ 4.
ASU,
1198:
NMSU,
Beat Ball1. UNM
and 5.BYU,
251;1125.
3. HoUlton and
ASU, 253.
p,..a~r.maw•'llior collduc
David She!!, ABU ...... 75-72-77-80-304
Mike Achterberg, BYU ... 73-77-79-77-306
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LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST
MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TEST
DENTAL APTITUDE TEST
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
FEDERAL SERVICE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
GRADUATE BUSINESS SCHOOL ADMISSION TEST
NATIONAL TEACHER EXAMINATIONS
Each $3.95 Pape~ • Over 300 pages
24 GRE Advanced Tests also available
, •• plus
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER APTITUDE TESTS $4.95 Paper
SHORT -CUT SHORTHAND
learn Shorthand in 40 Easy Lessons by S. M. Wesley, Ph.D.
$3.95 Paper

·Available at your campus bookstore

(fB L~~~!~9~ 4~~M~~~!T1v~~' ~e~~~~~!~k~~22"

I

,..._...__________________....___________
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Resistance Opens

Retarded Children

Special Teaching
Topic of Speech
By Rice Tonight
Dr. Don M. Rice, assistant professor of guidance and special
education at UNM, will speak to
the Albuquerque Council for E'xceptional Children at 8 p.m. Monday, Oct. lli' in the Kiva,
Dr. Rice will speak OP "Education of the Neurologically Handicappeli."
At the same monthly meeting,
a student council for exceptional
children will be formed. All UNM
and high school students who
have an interest in working with
exceptional children are invited
to attend. Exceptional children include those who are mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed,
and neurologically impaired.
The student council will coordinate summer work opportunities for high school and college
students in assisting exceptional
children.

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 tim .. , $2.00, Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to .Room 15~, Student Publication• Building, -or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

HELP WANTED
WANTED: Reliable man to run dishwasher at CHA.R·BROIL STEAK
liOUSE, .Mon.-Fri. 9 :30 a.m.-2 p.m.
$1.25 per hour plus meals. Permanent
job, begin immediately. Ken Harden
256-7020 or come by 5515 ('.entral Ave.
NE just above San Mateo. 10/12 thru
10/20.
ROOM & BOAIUI
THE COLLEGE INN still hall some ae•
commodations availabl~. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service. color TV., swimming pool, laundry faeilltlea, private
parking, walking distance to CBtDpus.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services. all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open untU 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-11588.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE : S!lvertone Amp with :foot
switch-very good
condition,
cost
• $179.00--aaorllice $100.00. Also Hulfy 3
speed bike-excellent $26.00. TeL 2773123. 10/6, 9, li, 12.
1957 CHEVROLET 2 dr, 8 cylinder automatic $365.00. Call 268-4742 after 5
p.m.l0/6.

PLAYBOY .Magazine Student Rates now
available. Save $3.25 per year or more.
Call UNM Campus Representative. 247~082. 10/6, ~. 11, 12.
BSA 1965 Model 350 cc. .Metallic Blue &
Chrome finish. In perfect condition.
Call 268-1216 days, 255-8436 after 5.
10/9, 11, 12, 13.
STUDENTS looking !or a car !rom $100
to $2000 any make, for the lowest prices
in town call LANNY CORTNER .2981934 after 3 !30.
TWO TJB TICKETS--ehalr-back seats
near stage; call 4202.
1961 lliGA Roadster, wire wheels, excellent
.:nndition, 116% Columbia SE.
MERCEDES 190 SL, Good condition, low
mileage. 11S'h Columbia SE.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADEL1C POSTERS & BUTTONS. lf we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4G09
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 8022Q.
FLOWER POWER-Buy a mum from
Town Club and see what ~2.25 an da
for :von. 10/11, 12, 18.
FOR .RENT

,.
"

APA.RTM:EN1': Newly tl!lllodelled a: furnished. Ideal for alng)e PeTS<>n. 8 min• ·
Utes from campus by car. $4.5, plus Jee.
trlelty. Phone 344-6410 after 4. p.m.
GREEN CASTLE APA-RTMENTS for
rent. 15th & Central SW. 10/-2 wkll.
CHARMING Adobe-$85. Fireplace and
modem utilities. N.W. Valley location.
Call 344-5792 <>t a«-1266 or 2$6-G057.
.MISCELL~NEOUS

"llATE Application wltb an Eli81'ble
Bachelor" 35 cents, 3 for $1.00. Royal
Enterpr!zes, Box 1602, Banta Fe, N.M.
87501
WANTED:
WANTED: Used weight Jlttlng set, at
least 12G lbs. CaU Steve, 255-9162.

q~
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS

The Largest Selection of
Hallmork Cards .
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitations
and'All Paper Goods
Expert M<lnogromm1ng
Yes We Have Our New

Xmas Albums in For I~67
350 I Lomas N.E, 255-4989

(Continued from page 5)
The men· who make up the
Resistance have concluded that
protests will not end the war and
that they must take direct act-ion
'• .
l '
against the WIU', to confront the
"power centers of the war-makers," as Moeller put it in a recent
article in the Washington Free
Press.
"Individual non- cooperation
with unjust laws, the war, the
draft, and the Selective slavery is
important on a personal level as
well," Moeller says, "To many
silence and 11cquiescence to the
system has become the equivalent
of complicity in crimes against
humanity/'
Many Resistance members have
deferments, but, as they say in
one of their leaflets, "We will redivision and Chi Omega took first in the women's
PI KAPPA ALPHA Fraternity won the
nounce them. We realize that the
division.
Second
and
third
place
in
the
men's
Homecoming trophy for house decorations for
student
deferment, the granting
division went to Phi Gamma Delta and Lambda
the second year in 11- row with their entry entitled
of
conscientious
objector status
Chi Alpha. Alpha Chi Omega won second place
"Fulton's Folly." The display featured several
to
a
select
few,
deferments
for the
in the women's division and third place went to
movable parts with a large steamship moving
clergy
and
divinity
students,
the
Delta Gamma. (Lobo Photo By Pawley.)
ahead of two ASU Sun Devils on a sinking raft.
1-Y
classification,
and
other
faSigma Alpha Epsilon won first place in the men's
vors dispensed by the Selective
Slavery System, are the tools the
war-makers employ to silence,
manipulate, and divide young
men and to prevent the growth of
the generation gap (in England standing and excellent but simple united opposition to conscription
By C. REYNOLDS
in the war."
In the realm of human sensi- of all places!), lifts love from sus- writing and cinematography.
picion
("love
seems
to
be
under
tivities, little things mean a lot.
An arm-wrestling match lost on suspicion these days"), and offers
purpose, a rosebud offered at a a tragi-comic response to the fantime of uncertainty: seemingly tastic hypocrisy of our age which,
insignificant things such as these of course, will not satisfy hardcan demonstrate with subtle core revolutionaries, but which
beauty the importance of human insults contemporary standards to
an extent sufficient to satisfy
relationships.
When directors and actors com• those whose discontentment lies
The new HONDA TRAIL 90 BIKE , • , Featuring
bine to achieve a sensitive movie, on a more mh:ro-cosmic scale.
"PosiTorque". Change from Sti·eet Gearing to
the result is a work of art which Avoids "Demonology"
Trail
Gearing without changing Sprockets or
often goes unrecognized because
And yet, in bridging the genof the absence of the "gimmicks" eration gap, "The Family Way"
chains. Simply flip a level and ride away.
demanded by those seeking escape also avoids what has been called
in spectacular, unreal entertain- the "obsession with demonology"
HEW HONDA 90. SCRAMBLER
ment.
in reference to the · "establishHOW IN STOCK!
ment," the older generation, or
Captures Beauty, Humor
"The Family Way" is another whatever one may want to call
on the list of excellent films it.
"The Family Way" (backed by
LOWEST PRICES IN NEW MEXICO
which would include, in my mind,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
such productions as "Alfie," "A musical score written by Paul
Man and a Woman," "You're a McCartney) joins the group of
San Pedro N.E.
Ph 268·4508
Big Boy Now," and "Georgy Girl'' new films which need not compete
which deserVe to be recognized with each other; each stands on
as artistic endeavors successfully its own with a backbone of outcapturing the beauty and humor
(and sometimes empty and dispassionate indiffence) of human
relationships in contemporary
urban, Western life.
"The Family Way" is a movie
about sex. And strangely enough,
the film is successful not in spite
DISCOUNTS TO UNM
of this· fact, or even because of
STUDENTS & FACULTY
it, but just because it combines
several elements (sex being one
Louis Vrattos
of the essential ones) to show
Jewelers
how a young man termed a
"loser" by current sexual, ecoExpert on Swiss and
nomic, and social standards is
American Watches
really a "winner.''
Bridges Generation Gap
WATCHES-GIFTS
The Boulting Brothers' producDIAMONDS
tion uses the talents of Hywell
Bennet, John Mills, and Hayley
Mills to present a story of middle-class London which bridges
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Viet Nam Called Moral Outrage

By GREG MACALEESE
The war in VietNam is a moral
outrage.
This was the crux of the first
address of the open forums on
the Viet Nam war delivered last
night by Harold Meier, UNM
professor of sociology, to more
than 60 people in Johnson Gym,
Meier, a vociferous critic of
the Viet Nam war, attacked the
United States' policy as "despicable" and questioned the "pragmatic consequences" of the con.
flict.

1'There is a growing uneasiness
that has developed from the escalation of the war," Meier ·said.
"I think that the American public, as well as myself, has lost
confidence in the present administration's ability to conduct the
war.''
In a brief rview of the United
States' involvement in Viet Nam,
from the role of advisors to main
participants in the conflict, Meier
concludeli that the National Liberation Front's resistance was
a "modern military miracle of
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Sack Race, Others

Variety of Games
To Highlight Fling

IT'S HERE!

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

·ats

GERALD CROY- Sophomore

Concert Hall
And
THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMirtEE
Presents
STAR OF THIN MAN TV SERIES
IN PERSON

PHYLLIS KIRK
AND ALL-BROADWAY CAST IN
ALFRED KNOTT'S

"The College Inn is conveniently located. I used
to have to walk twelve blocks to dCiss; now it
just takes me a couple of minutes. And I can eat
lunch at the Inn without having to rush through
my meal and hurry back to campus. Being close
to campus is real convenient."

SUPER-CHILLER BV THE AUTHOR
OF DIAL M roR MURDER
Admission -Theater Series Subscription ar
Reserved Seats, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

UNM STUDENTS-

'12

PRICE

TONIGHT- OCTOBER 16-8:15 P.M.

303 ASH ST. N.e.

Phone 243·288 1

Activities ranging from a sackrace to a tug-of-war will be featul·ed during Fall Fling, presented
by the Union Program Directorate and the Union Games
A1·ea F1•iday, Oct. 20.
The event will be held at University Stadium at 8:30 p.m. The
entire student body is invited
to attend, either as individuals,
teams or spectators.
Events scheduled this year are
a sack-race and mini-bike race at
3 :30; the three-legged race and
a bubble gum blow at 8:50; a
potato sack race and water ·balloon toss at 4:10; th~ bicycle race
and the greased-pole climb at
4:20; and the tandem bike race
and tug-of-war at 4:40. The affair
will end with a dance in the Union
at 8
.- Individu;ds .or groups wishing
to enter any of the events :may
pick up entry blanks at the Games
desk in the Union. A.II entries
must be in by 10 a.m., Thursday,
Oct. 19.

Supports "All Actions"
Asked whether there was any
true morality in time of war,
Meier replied, "The elementary
self-interest of the South Vietnamese people, especially the
NLF, gives them the moral right
to fight the war."
He was also asked what kind of
p1•oposal he had to end the war.
"I don't have a proposal," -;.Ae
said, "But I support ~ny and aU
actions leading to our removal
from· Viet Nam, including any
internal measures that are used.''
Meie1· was criticized by several
members of the audience for the
"over-amount of sweeping generalizations" that were contained
in his speech and for some of the
"illogical conclusions" that he
made. "':rhese are not generalizations, these are raw facts," he
countered.
Forum Set for Oct. 23
The open forums on the Viet
N am war are sponsored by the
Albuquerque Citizens Acting for
Peace. "They are being held in
the belief th~t the American people can find a logical, workaol'e
alternative out of the present confusion of the Vkt Nam war," a
spokesman said.
Another meeting will be held
Monday, Oct. 23, in Johnson Gym
127 at 8 p.m.

p.m.

GE'ITING ACQUAINTE]) at a luncheon in the
Desert Room of the Union Tuesday are several
students and faculty members. The student-fac·
ulty luncheons arc held several times throughout
the school year and afford students and faeulty

mefubefti'tlll"lfpp()duniiy to exchange ideas and
converse in a leisurely atmosphere. Students are
selected at random and invitOO to have lunch and
generally "get to know each other" on an informal and casual level.

,..~-···

Class Space Available for English 112
Class openings are available for
the second five-week session in
experimental English 112, one of
the new classes offel'ed this semester to freshmen only.
The class has been called "very
successful" by Patrick Lesley, in~
structor in the course which is
entitled "Advanced Reading 112.''
Lesley is a graduate assistant in

the English department.
Offered on Trial
Lesley said the course was offered on a trial basis along with
I.D. 111, "Introduction to Contemporary American Thought."
"English 112 is a more pragmatically oriented elass; emphasising techniques of advanced
:reading rathllr than the issues

which I.D. 111 concentrates on,''
he said.
"Our course is somewhat cornparable to the Evelyn Wood reading program, except that it is free
and that it goes well beyond the
speed reading offered in that pro•
gram," Lesley said.
"We also hope to teach very
broad reading and study skills in
this project/' he said.
Class Is Computerized
Lesley said that English 112 is

Leddy Describes Concern
Jorge Bolet
Over U.S., Latin Relations Renowned Pianist
Will Ploy Tonight

Concern about strained relations between the United States
and Latin America and the danger of Communist-agitated revolution there were described by
Raymond G. Leddy in a speech
Monday night in the Union Theater.
The speech was the first in a
series planned by the Language
Area Center for Latin America.
Leddy's topic was "The Outlook
for U.S. Relations with Latin
America."
"Americans tend to think in
'crisis' tet·ms," Leddy said, "and

Hood Manuscript
Donated to UNM

WAIT UNTIL DARK
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'Family Way' 1-lolds Its Own
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wouldn't stand 48 hour~ without
the United St~tes' help 111 he said.
"Until the United States attacked
North VietNam without any provocation at all, the North Vietnamese '\\';ere not actively involved," he declared.

truly heroic proportions."
He also questioned the U.S.
military tactics' there. "It has
been proved that the United
States' military forces have
driven over 100,000 South Vietnamese from their home!! and
placed them in security camps,"
he said.
'l'he l'eal reason for the U.S.
involvement in Viet Nam, said
Meier, is not what the administration states it to be. "We are
not in there to uphold national
honm·, or honor our international

therefore L!ltin American problems come fifth in our attention
to the five regions of the world.''
The revolution brewing in Latin America may not be as immediate as an outright war elsewhere, but is just as pressing, he
said.
Leddy feels that the U.S. cannot take a "hands off" policy in
Latin America, as this gets only
negative results.
"Sometimes we must make a
choice between several undesirable actions, but we must take action because the U.S. is a world
power. The me1·e ref1•aining from
action illli>lies U.S. approval," he
said~

"Castro's communism is doing
everything in its powe1• to undermine small, vulnerable governThe ol'iginn1 manuscript and ments, who are only stepping
art work of a MW book by Flora stones to the United States,"
Leddy snid. "The 1·ole of the U.S.
M:. Hood has been presented to in meeting issues there will doUNM.
termine the outcome."
The book, "One Luminaria for
Leddy praised the Alliance for
Antonio,'' is about a Spanish·· Progress for its creation of an
American child in a mythical awareness in Latin American afNorthetn New Mexico town. It fairs, and for its hopeful note :fol'
is the nrllt fiction book to be pub· the futut·e through the common
market.
liahed nbout luminarias.

Jorge Bolet, internationally renowned pianist, will perform tonight at 8:15 at the Concert Hall.
The soloist with the Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra will
play three selections including
Mendelssohn's "Symphony No. 4"
(Italian). He will also perform
"Variations on a Theme of Purcell" by Britten and Tchaikovsky's "Piano Concerto in B-Fiat
Minor.''
The London Times described
Bolet as "a pianist of unquestioned greatness."
Tickets for the performance
are available from the Albuquer·
que Symphony 01•chestra. Prices
range from $1.50 (student$) to
$4 for a single performartce. Season ticlcets are available from $6
(students) to $20.

U.N. Association

The University Association on
the United Nations, which holds
informal discussions on problems
of international l'elations, will
meet Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in
room 250-D of the Union,

being computerized to follow all
entering students to determine
what types of careers. and fields
they enter, and to see whether
the class makes any difference in
students' orientations and academic achievement.
Freshmen interested in join~
ing the class may apply at Bandelier Hall 104. The second ses~
sion begins Tuesday, Oct. 24.
The non-credit class meets for
75 minutes on Tuesday and
Thursday at 2:30. A second section of the class meets on Tuesday and Thursday at 4:30. Stu•
dents attend the class for a fiveweek session only.

Poet Ferlinghetti
To Appear Friday
Poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti
will read his own works Friday,
Oct. 20, at 8 p.m. in room 101 of
the anthropology building.
He is being sponsored by the
English department artd student
government.
Ferlinghetti has written thtee
books of poetry, "Pictures of the
Gone :World/' "A Coney Island
of the Mind," and "Starting from
San Francisco," as well as a novel,
"Her."
A leader of the "beat movement" in the fifties, Ferlinghetti
is one of the best-known and most
widely read poets in the United
States. He has traveled widely
giving poetry readings.
He is also the :founder o:f City
Lights in San Francisco, the first
all-paperback bookstore in Amer·
ica, and probably the largest of
the small printe1·s of avant-garde
literature in the West.

Dr. Harold Meier

Med School Plans
Printing of Paper
The planned publication of a ~
monthly Medical School neWt:lpaper was reported yesterday by
Dr. W. S. Curran, assistant dean .
of the Medical School and director of student affairs.
Named The Scope, the newspaper's "main purpose is to improve communication .between
medical students and faculty,"
said the publication's editor, second-year medical student Bob
Lawrence.
Dr. Curran, who is the publi· ·'·
cation's faculty advisor, said
another purpose is to give med·
ical students a chance to criticize
their curriculum and the content
of their courses.
The 'Scope will have general
news of intetest to medical students and monthly feature stories
on medical professors, Lawrence
said.
The newspaper is to be written
informally, will be about five
pages long, artd will be printed
on the Medical School's offset
press.
Lawrence t>lans to have a staff
of 12 ineludiug a photographer.
"A reporter will be irt every class
and lab and everybody is work~
ing for the fun of it/ 1 he said.
In Septembet• a four-page sam•
ple issue of the 'Scope including
advertising was mimeographed
fo1• inspection by medical students. ':rhe sample was called a
success.
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